
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

________thing in the tone of his voice made June look up quickly.1.

The little rocking-chair was tipped over and broken, and ________thing
was in disorder.
2.

I don't want to see you again, I don't want to have ________thing to do with
you.
3.

I'd set my heart on ________thing which I couldn't get, and-well, never
mind that.
4.

To her, however, he said ________thing.5.

But though I needed rest, I needed food more; so I started the fire and
looked about for ________thing to eat.
6.

I have a place for ________thing, and ________thing in its place, in this
house; but I travel a great deal, and occasionally my servants, with the best
intentions, upset my arrangements.

7.

Probably the reason that I have suggested may have had ________thing to
do with it.
8.

I never saw ________thing so well done as the way he carried it off!9.

Nora had a good habit of trying to make the best of ________thing.10.

Rodolphe had put on high soft boots, saying to himself that no doubt she
had never seen ________thing like them.
11.

Arrived there, he turned on an electric light of moderate power and, with
the assistance of the illumination thus furnished, peered about him as he
satisfied himself that ________thing was in perfect order.

12.

________thing was ready for the affair to be consummated at once.13.

Now Mary-you are not to say ________thing about it.14.
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At least, it was better than ________thing I seemed able to do.15.

The ship's officers were urbanity itself, and did ________thing in their
power for our comfort.
16.

If there is ________thing I can bring down for you, let me know in good
course of time.
17.

There was a certain ________thing about her which suggested that she
was fighting a brave fight and keeping a good heart.
18.

There was ________thing familiar in the sharp, hungry-looking features.19.

There was ________thing in the tone of his answer that led me to the
thought that he was without fortune-even without a home.
20.
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